


 

SYNOPSIS : Cello-Paqs 1961-1967 

History: 
This exhibit was first shown in April 2017 and has been revised based on judges’ 

recommendations at Lakeshore, and the Orapex shows. Since Lakeshore and Orapex the title 

page has had major changes, and new error items (miscut 2c Wilding, and missing print on the 

Christmas issue and various postal usage covers) have been added. 

 

Purpose: 
This exhibit shows the various varieties and postal usages of the Cello-Paqs that were issued 

by Canada Post between 1961 and 1967 for use by the public in a format that was larger than 

the typical 25c booklets issued at the time. Larger formats of booklets had been made in 1928 

with the “Farmers” booklet (#13) and again provided in 1947 in the gift booklet (#39). The 

1947 issue continued through at least 1949 as can be seen on the promotional envelop on the 

Title page which is dated 1949. The exhibit continues to show the panes issued from 1961 to 

late 1967 when the program was stopped, to be followed by larger format 4c and 5c booklets. 

While these panes can be collected with multiple paper florescence’s these are not shown in 

this exhibit as they are not visible. Used complete panes exist but tend to be philatelic in nature 

and are not shown. 

 

Challenge Factor: 
Most panes in this series are not difficult to obtain. There is no known proof material, but the 

advertising poster is a rare item, and the miscut and crimped panes are also difficult to obtain. 

Used on cover pieces are difficult to find as much of this material was soaked off the envelops. 

 
The more significant items are bordered in green. 

 

There are insufficient philatelic items to expand this to a multiframe exhibit. 

 

Organization: 
The material is organized chronological with the preliminary larger format booklets on the title 

page, followed by the various panes in order of issue with panes and used examples provided. 

 

Bibliography/References: 
Several articles have been written and a small handbook information can be found at: 

- BNA Topics – Canada’s Cello-Paqs, Edward J Whiting, May 1973 

- BNA Topics – Canada’s Cello-Paqs update, George Hansen, Jan 1980 

- Canadian Stamp Handbooks – Canada Post Cello-Paqs and Souvenir Articles, 

Michael Milos, 1985 


